System One
Strategically harnessing knowledge.

Real Life isn’t made up of folders.
Collaborate. Deliver results. Quickly. In the face of hundreds of emails, dozens of systems
and endlessly nested folders, this has become almost impossible.
System One works the way you do: associatively, intuitive and flexible.

Everything relevant.
System One brings together the latest web technologies in one platform.
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The Web shows how to do it properly: self-organization, making connections, bridging
boundaries. And solving old problems.

The High-Performance Workplace.
Software that provides insight and transparency, that is easy to understand and has
obvious, clear-cut benefits. Better results and less effort. In real-time.
System One delivers more at the end of a day.

There is no blueprint for the truly new.
60% of business activities are mapped in business processes: this is often optimized up to
the last cent and second. The innovative potential usually resides in the other 40%.
System One opens up new perspectives.

Grasping the business.
Giving individuals a view of the whole. Connecting the right people, ideas and
information.
System One creates sustainable innovation from within.

Solution

1

System One provides a unifying real-time
interface to company data and external resources.

2

System One acts as a project hub, supporting
immediate informal collaboration by cutting
across process boundaries and department borders.

System One shows existing and relevant
solutions while you’re working. You see what’s
truly essential – no more getting lost in data silos,
thousands of search results or waste lands of
endlessly convoluted file folders.
System One manages the information overload.

3

System One is an innovation machine that
employs emerging technologies to realize the
high-performance workplace even today. If
you know how to use a web browser,
understanding System One is a matter of minutes.
System One reveals the connections between
know-how and experts, all without requiring
any categorization, keyword assignment or other
extra effort. Every employee can immediately
harness company knowledge.

4

System One is a safe investment and integrates
existing structures. System One infers the meaning
and cohesion of a wide range of data sources,
including legacy systems, ERP, portals, document
and content management systems (DMS/CMS),
mail servers and RSS feeds, all without affecting
your established systems.
System One offers low-maintenance integration
while being a professional, and, above all, secure
solution.

Product
Technology Platform

Accompanying Services

An easy-to-use web interface that summarizes
all relevant information and allows ad hoc
collaboration:

Most technological systems fail because they
miss the point about how people actually work
and about the make-up of social relationships in
a company. Truly seamless integration takes
more than technological expertise.

+

Evaluation: finding the right approach by
looking at the right people and their actual
problems.

Start Screencast!
Design: coming up with a solid, integrated
package of what’s feasible and what makes
sense.
Support: monitoring clearly defined targets,
assisting the in-house champions.
Our service model prevents the necessity of
high initial investment, implementations that
drag on for months, high personnel costs and
endless expenses for maintenance and support.

Your benefits
advantage through a more efficient
1 Competitive
and effective business structure:
Better decisions, higher flexibility and lower
communication costs allow you to shape
increasingly dynamic market environments more
actively.

documentation of activities and current
3 Clear
company performance:
Well-founded arguments when talking to clients,
partners, employees, shareholders, analysts and
other stakeholders.

control in information- and knowledge2 More
based areas:
More transparency shows you what’s already there,
what’s needed and how well individual measures
are working.

leverage of internal developments and
4 Better
existing resources:
Build more efficiently on information already
developed, avoid redundancy and compensate for
fluctuations.

Your benefits from an IT perspective

1 Quickly employ cutting-edge technology:
Implement key technologies in one fell swoop and
at low cost, minimizing investment risk.

service model saves time and reduces effort,
2 Our
complexity and cost:
You pay for a ready-to-use web service, but not
for hardware, basis software, staff or long periods of
project planning and implementation.

integration of heterogeneous information
Support costs are reduced:
3 Seamless
4
structures:
Merge structured and unstructured information
from a wide range of different systems without any
need to adapt them.

The simple, web-based interface (and
configuration) of the central system renders tedious
training, phone calls to helplines and client updates
unnecessary.

Technology

; Social Software
Powerful, easy-to-use
corporate wiki and
weblog system acting as
a front end.

; Semantic Web
Highly scalable graphs
database as a back end,
comes with flexible
bottom-up ontology
management and an agents
environment.

; Information Retrieval
A perfect mix of textbased algorithms,
automatic metadata
inference and socialnetwork analysis.

All of the above is individually tailored to your organization’s specific needs.

Next Steps
We are happy to show you on-site what System One can specifically do for you.
For scheduling a demo, or any other inquiries, please contact:

System One
Phone: +43 512 574749 0
E-Mail: info@systemone.at

Wien – München – Innsbruck
Contact Details

More information via http://www.systemone.at/

